Nuview Headband Visor System
Instructions for Use
Fitting the Standoff
1. Remove the blue Standoff from the
packaging.
2. Set the loupes and light
in accordance with the
manufacturer’s instructions to
achieve good visualisation.
3. Clean the headband in the areas
where the standoff contacts the
headband to ensure a dry grease
free surface

Centre marker

4. Offer the standoff up to the head band, aligning the centre marker with the
centre of the loupes bar as shown as a guide to the definitive position, prior
to adhering the Velcro.

5. Remove the protective tape from
one of the white Velcro strips
leaving the Velcro in situ.

6. Place the standoff in the definitive
position and apply pressure to the
standoff to ensure adhesion of the
Velcro.
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7. Remove the second Velcro
protective tape and apply pressure
to the standoff to ensure adhesion.
8. The standoff can now be removed
and repositioned on the Velcro if
minor realignment is required.

Nuview Headband Visor System
Instructions for Use
Fitting the Visor
1. Remove the Visor from the
packaging.
2. Press the visor onto the oblong
standoff tabs as shown, making
sure the visor sits flat against the
standoff.

The visors are designed to be replaced after use
and are supplied in packs of 10. Should the visor
become scratched, discard the visor and replace
with a new one. If cleaning and disinfecting the
visor this should be undertaken in compliance
with the practice/institution approved infection
control procedures.
The Standoff can be removed for cleaning and
disinfecting.
For storage with a visor attached invert the
headband on a surface when not in use.
The Nuview Headband Visor system has been
tested effective to EN 166:2003 and is CE
marked accordingly.
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